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get up early and do a long day to get over a pass: or conversely
will limit themselves to a short day if two passes are near to-
gether, so as to avoid a night out of range of the villages: and a
traveller in Yaqut's time would have the less cause to dally on
this bit of his journey if the lawless Daylamites held the upper
Talaghan valley, as we have inferred from the position of Kalar.
That city and Chalus were both fortresses against the Daylam-
ites, and the neighbourhood of this robber people in itself
would probably cause the western routes across the mountains
to be less used than others by tourists of the time, so that accu-
rate information might have been more difficult to obtain: the
wildness, difficulty, and natural dangers of the Mazanderan
tracks are commented on in every century from their earliest
mention to the present day. The fact remains, however, that
two days is little to allow between Bashm and Ray.
The site of Bashm, however, fulfils all die other conditions
left by the old geographers for Kalar, and the probability of the
locality is further strengthened by the fact that traces of old
extensive habitation spread all down the slope towards the
Chalus valley. Here next day I was to find carved tombstones
evidently of a very early date; to be told of traces of walls and
masonry discovered here and there when the fields are tilled:
and to learn that the rumour of a great vanished city still clings
to this hill-side. The Mound of Kalar itself, below the col of
Bashm in the plain, was possibly, as Mr. Rabino suggests,
once the palace of the governor. And another point further
supports the general identification of these sites. The great
causeway of Shah Abbas, built by that monarch in the six-
teenth century to open up the Caspian shore, turns inland only
once, and that is precisely in this region of the Chalus valley: a
piece of it about twenty miles long was reported to Mr.
Rabino as being still in existence near Pishembur, which is a
village on the northern edge of Kalar Dasht where cross tracks
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